DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP COMMONS

AT MCHENRY LIBRARY
A space where researchers, instructors, and students can engage directly with new technologies, experiment with new methodological possibilities, develop new skills, and raise unexpected questions that shape their intellectual pursuits.
Digital Commons: Centralized Digital Workspace

- 8 new workstations (PC and Mac OS)
- 1 high end scanner
- 2 small, quick scanners
- Reservable space for meetings, presentations
- High end software:
  * Digital Mapping
  * 3D Modeling
  * Media Capture & Editing
  * Coding
  * Animation

More Details: digitalscholarship.ucsc.edu
DIGITAL COMMONS: LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

› Software and Methodology Workshops
› Spatial Humanities Working Group
› Graduate Student Researcher Position
› Support for Digital Research Projects
› Series of Digital Pedagogy Events
› [THURSDAYS 1 - 3 PM] Open Hours for Initial Brainstorming, Questions, etc.

More Details: digitalscholarship.ucsc.edu
DIGITAL HUMANITIES ON CAMPUS
DIGITAL HUMANITIES RESEARCH CLUSTER

[Growing Community]
- Series of Lectures and Workshops
- On campus reading and working group
- Open to all members of the UCSC campus: students, faculty, staff

[Engaged Scholarship]
- Learn about new modes of scholarly production
- Consider and value multiple audiences for scholarly work

[Unexpected Inspiration]
- Meet collaborators and find new modes of scholarly production

Learn more & sign up for our weekly newsletter: digitalhumanities.ucsc.edu
GET IN TOUCH

digitalscholarship.ucsc.edu

digitalhumanities.ucsc.edu

Rachel Deblinger: rdebling@ucsc.edu

Digital Scholarship Commons: digitalcommons@ucsc.edu

Twitter: @ucscdh